A C R I T E R I O N R P G Q U I C K S TA R T G U I D E

G E T T I N G S TA RT E D
Living Empires is a fantasy setting that lays the
foundation for the entire Living Saga experience. It
utilizes Cheeky Dingo Entertainment’s proprietary
tabletop role-playing system - CRITERION.
Living Empires takes place on the world of
Evorstrom where two distinct species of people have
evolved into a world-wide civilization. There are
goblins, trolls and ogres who evolved from gazellelike animals and there are humans, dwarves and
elves who have arisen from primate origins.
What divides people and cultures in this world is not
species or gender, but SIGN. Every living thing plant, animal and person - is anointed by a deity with
one of these signMarks.
The relationship between Sign and culture is
complex. A Flame-Sign goblin has far more in common with a Flame-Sign elf than they do with a
goblin of a any other Sign. In fact, a Flame-Signed person and a Wind-Signed person might feel
actual aversion toward each other on a genetic level.
There is an esoteric genetic component to each Sign; eating food derived from plants and animals
of one's own Sign provides full nutrition. However, the further away on the circle of Sign
relationships one's food comes from, the less nutritional bene t a person receives. OppositeSigned food can even be poisonous.
The other most notable aspect of the world of Evorstrom is that once a generation or so, a person
is born marked with TWO Signs! These remarkable individuals, called Saints, are revered by the
populace, manipulated by the churches and exploited by governments.
Each Sign has its own distinct forms of magic and Saints tend to wield supreme levels of it. If the
two Signs of a Saint are far apart on the circle it is not uncommon for that Saint to go mad and
unleash continent-spanning devastation. Saints with closely-related Signs have been known to
make great academic discoveries or to engender lasting peace between con icting peoples.
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With all society, culture, magic, technology and religion based exclusively on Sign, imagine what
happens to people's most fundamental beliefs when more than one Saint is alive in the world?
What if new signMarks emerge challenging the very foundation of everything that is held to be
sacrosanct and true?!

WHAT STUFF DO YOU NEED?
Pen, paper, standard polyhedral dice (d4, d6, d8, d10, and d12) and copies of (or print outs
of) the basic cards and/or character sheet.

HOW DO WE TELL STORIES AND PLAY THIS GAME?
The intention behind the Criterion RPG role-playing system is to grant players an immersive
story-driven experience in a ctional world. That world might be one of our creation
(Evorstom) or one of your own.
The Criterion System can be played in a traditional tabletop RPG manner, meaning that one
person takes on the part of the StoryTeller (abbreviated as ST, also known as a Game
Master) who ushers the other players through a plot-driven narrative, guiding the events
and outcomes of the players’ choices.
This system can also be played more in the vein of a traditional tabletop board game manner
where the digital app (yet to be developed) applies your choices and dice results to a
scripted narrative and guides you through the story. This way of playing eliminates the need
for a StoryTeller.
The bene t to using the app is that no one is saddled with the time, e ort and commitment
to planning out game sessions, designing the world or the story. It does, however, limit your
choices as players and grants you fewer potential results in regards to the plot outcome as
the app is programmed with a limited number of branching outcomes. The bene t to having
a ST is that your options as players are limited only by the imagination of the ST. Your action
attempts can be modi ed in ways that perfectly t your desires and is not limited by the
app.
The Criterion System is meant to be “rules light” which reduces the amount of knowledge
any one person needs to have in order to start playing and can engender easy integration of
players with any gaming background or experience. Feel free to amend rules as you see t,
though keep in mind that the app is not capable of adapting to rules outside of its
programming.
One of our core principles in role-playing is that every character should, under normal
conditions, have a chance at succeeding on any action (within reason, of course). Nothing
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feels worse in a game when your highly-skilled magic-user is about to toss o the party-

saving reball spell and a dice roll causes minimal damage. We like to play characters that
are competent at their given skills; to that end, this game system provides ways to mitigate
dice rolls so that your characters can do what they are meant to do, even if the dice are not
favoring you, or conditions are set against you. It may cost you in-game resources to
succeed, but you should usually feel that you are ABLE to get your job done. This certainly
does not mean that things are a perpetual cake walk, just that you are less likely to be
screwed by the whims of chance.

C RE AT I NG YO U R C A S T O F C H A RA C T E RS
Make any kind of character you can think of that might t into the setting and the stories you want
to experience. Your character is de ned by nine distinct Attributes. Three re ect their physical
qualities, three for their mental qualities and three for their social qualities.
You will also give your character a set of Skills, in the form of cards or line items on a
character sheet. Skills help to de ne what your character is good at doing and what they have
received training or education in. Any character can attempt any action, but if you have a skill that is
applicable to the attempt you will be rolling better dice than a character who is only using basic
effort dice.

ATTRIBUTES
Your character is represented with two different decks of
cards - Attributes and Skills. Attribute cards are usable
once each and will provide one DIE and have one or more
ABILITY(s) on it. They also will have an IMPEDIMENT
condition that may or may not apply to the task at hand.
The abilities available on a card are always usable on the
task you are currently discarding the card to accomplish.
You may also use the card for its ability only during any
applicable task (for instance, physical attribute cards can
only be used on physical tasks), but the card does not add
its die to the pool. Alternately, if there is an ability you
have printed on any card existing in your character’s
allotment, you may discard any 2 attribute cards from your
deck and activate that ability.
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Over the course of you character’s story, they will be
afforded opportunities to use the experience they’ve
gained to upgrade cards. After filling in all the dots next to
the dice icon you can permanently increase the size of the
die that the card provides.

You can eliminate the Impediment the card incurs by filling in all the dots at the bottom
of the card. Sadly, until you do so, the printed impediment will ALWAYS apply to any task
you use the card for its dice (not if you discard it only for its ability). New impediments
can be acquired as a result of things that happen to your character during the course of
their story.
Your character’s age, culture/archetype and species will determine your baseline set of
Attribute cards you begin your story with.

Strength [Physical]
A measurement of your character’s muscular capacity. Children of most species, ogres
being the exception, don’t even rate a single d4 until they hit puberty and start growing.
Strength determines how much weight your character can lift, how hard they hit in a ght
and might be indicative of their physical bulk.
Typical Actions: Lifting, Throwing, Pushing/Pulling, Hitting, Jumping

Agility [Physical]
A measurement of your character’s coordination of hand and body. The hoofed
gobkinFolk tend to have greater running speeds than most humanFolk. There are some
racist beliefs among that the four- ngered hands of humanFolk have greater dexterity,
though there is no proof of this.
Typical Actions: Sprinting, Juggling, Dodging, Playing a stringed instrument

Endurance [Physical]
A measurement of your character’s fortitude and health. A person in good physical shape
might be able to swim or hold their breath for a long time, work a very long day of labor,
have better immunity to disease, or ignore pain well-enough to keep functioning under
duress.
Typical Actions: Rowing, Long-Distance Running, Resisting Disease.

Reasoning [Mental]
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A measurement of your character’s intellectual acuity and/or ability to think through
problems and analyze situations. Just because someone is smart does not mean they
are wise, they might still make poor life choices.
Typical Actions: Studying, Solving Math Problems, Understanding the Logic of a
Situation, Learning Politics

Awareness [Mental]
A measurement of your character’s ability to notice things, their attention to detail and
overall perceptiveness. Vision, hearing, smell, touch and taste can all be factored into
this attribute. A person can be aware of their physical surrounding but entirely clueless
with social cues and behavior, or vice-versa.
Typical Actions: Listening, Observing, Avoiding Surprise, Deciphering Others’ Intentions

Willpower [Mental]
A measurement of your character’s cognitive fortitude, mental focus and perseverance
through adversity. Keen Willpower might help a character “focus through the pain”, really
buckle down and study despite distraction or be resolute in the facing their fears.
Extreme discipline can help a person weather physical and mental adversity.
Typical Actions: Focusing on a Task, Ignoring Impediments, Resisting Temptation

Presence [Social]
A measurement of your character’s natural charisma and demeanor. Presence can affect
how well a character takes to leadership, how well others respond to them regardless of
social status (see Manner below). Presence can be somewhat subjective depending
upon the situation. A person’s physical attractiveness might impact a given situation if
cultural or religious traits are shared by those with whom your character is interacting, while in other
situations a characters powerful presence might transcend culture, species and religion.
Typical Actions: Persuasion, Charm, Bluf ng, Public Speaking, Acting

Manner [Social]
A measurement of your character’s perceived and/or actual social standing. While
clothing and general personal hygiene can in uence how others perceive your character,
there are subtle distinctions in body language, spoken word and personal habits that
telegraph to the outside world how you were raised if not where.
Characters with a monied background will certainly be received better by people in most social
situations, even if they don’t currently look the part. Someone from the slums is likely to be at a
natural disadvantage behaving acceptably when interacting with folk who are accustomed to polite
etiquette and speci c verbal rhetoric.
Typical Actions: In uencing, Conversation, Commercial Exchanges

Essence [Social]
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A measurement of your character’s natural ability to wield magic. It is believed that every

person has an innate ability to manipulate the elemental forces of their Sign. A d4 might only
provide a StarSign person the power to generate a few sparks of electricity while a d12 might grant
them the capacity to power a city block. With training, one’s Essence can be built up just like
muscle. With the advent of nyñoTech, it seems that natural Essence levels and training can apply
to utilizing SignPowers differing from ones’ own when using a nyñoCrystal.
Typical Actions: Casting Spells, Activating nyñoTech, Interacting with Sign Cultures

ABILITIES
Can discard any 2 cards to use any ability depicted on any of your cards no matter if that ability is
in discard, in your deck or has been sapped (removed from the game for the current episode).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UPGRADE a dice (STR, REA, PRE)
+1/-1 to a single dice result (END, WLP, ESS)
REROLL (AGL, AWR, SPC)
Combine/Subtract 2 dice results
Divide one dice result into 2 or more individual results
Aim (melee): discard 1 AWR card to ignore normal armor or is this Precision?
Win ties in Opposed tasks
Recover a fatigued/injured/stressed/stigmatized card
Ignore the IMPED on the Attribute card you played this round

SPECIES
The biology of your character will have some in uence upon the number and type of starting
Physical Attribute cards you have.
Humanoid
Humans (+1 any physical card)
Elves (+1 AGL card)
Dwarves (+1 END card)
Goblinoid
Goblins (+1 AGL)
Trolls (+1 END)
Ogres (+1 STR:d12 card and +1 Manner impediment)

SIGNMARKS & MAGIC
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Your character’s SignMark is the single-most de ning trait they have. It dictates what types of
magic they have access to, how they are viewed by others in the world, what religion claims them
and more.

The societies of Evorstrom have built everything around
the concept of a relationship between eight signMarks:
(Wind, Wave, Flame, Stone, Bone, Tree, Star and
Tone). Your adventures are likely to take place in an era
where four new signMarks have just been discovered:
(Dream, Spirit, Blood and Shadow).
Once a generation or so, a person is born in the world
marked by two deities. These individuals are call
Saints. They are often revered, sometimes reviled.
The churches of the Saints two signMarks vie to gain
the individual’s favoritism in order to use them to
achieve their own ends. Governments seek the
attention of a Saint in order to sway them to assist in
“Blow Hard”: a Wind Sign Magic-User
their various endeavors. The life of a Saint is rarely
peaceful and never belongs to the person themself. They are a tool manipulated by the forces of
society and religion.
The closer a Saint’s signs are to each other on the circle frequently means the Saint is a harbinger
of great things for the world. Positive change, fantastic invention and cross-cultural understanding
can be derived from the life works of a well-signed Saint.
Conversely, the further apart the signMarks are, the more likely it is they will struggle reconciling the
innate opposition the signs engender in their mental stability and physical well-being. These
adversely-signed Saints have been known to bring monolithic physical devastation to the planet
and to fracture cultural stability. Many believe these folk are the worldly manifestation of the strife
between the gods that marked them.

The four new signMarks: Dream,
Spirit, Blood and Shadow are so
new to the world, you might only
encounter them in rare instances with
NPCs (non-player characters).
In future expansion material you will
be afforded the opportunity to make
characters with one of these
signMarks.

CHARACTER ARCHETYPES
Given the wide array of choices and options in the Criterion system, you may feel a tad
overwhelmed at how to begin building a character. That’s OK. Even if you are an experienced
tabletop role-player you may very well be unfamiliar with the Living Empires setting and don’t know
what the parameters are to build out a PC. That’s totally cool, we got ya’ covered. For those more
experienced in RPG systems you will likely want to dive into custom-crafting the character you
have in mind - feel free to skip this section (or browse it for inspiration)
This section will outline a number of character builds, some of which might feel familiar as they are
derived from common tropes and archetypes that have populated epic fantasy for decades. Some

will likely feel completely foreign and fresh as they are original constructs that this setting has
engendered.

ARCHETYPES
Archetypes give you +1dg to your Skill Dice for tests that fall into their category. Skill card base
allotment depicted below is based upon a YOUNG ADULT age character.
When choosing an archetype you add one new d4 Attribute card from a certain category
(Mental, Physical or Social) to your deck plus you gain a certain number of Skill cards (e.g. 6 Skills
if starting as a Young Adult).

Archetype

Attribute Bonus

Academic

Community

Bureaucrat

Mental

2

2

Merchant

Social

Wilder

Phsyical

Clergy

Social

Entertainer

Social

1

Kinetic

2

2

2

1

1

4

1

4
1

Scholar

Mental

4

Physical or Mental

1

3

1

4

1

1

Any

Religion

2
1

2

Social

Mundane

1

1

Dilettante

Magic

1

Mental or Essence

Artisan

Miscreant

Environ

2

Phsyical

Bruiser
Spellcrafter

3

Craft

1

2

4

1
1
1

1

1

1

2

SKILL Cards
Skill cards provide you with 3 dice to add to your dice pool when attempting a task. Your dice pool
will be constructed of four dice (3 from the chosen Skill card and 1 from the applicable Attribute). If
you do not have a skill card that applies to the task at hand, you get 3d4 to add to the dice pool
along with your attribute die. If the ST agrees that your character’s Archetype applies to the task,
you get +1dg to each of the skill dice.
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TEST/SKILL Categories
Academic (math, reading, writing, business, economics, governance)
Community (socializing, partying, politics)
Craft (acting, sculpting, painting, weaving)
Environment (survival, gardening, city sneaking)
Kinetic (weapons, pick pocket, acrobatics, horse riding, dance)
Magic (activating innate/trained powers, triggering nyñoTech, resisting magical effects)
Mundane (cooking, cleaning, sewing, shing, sailing, driving cart)
Religion (history, prayer, pantheon knowledge, church intrigue)

PERSONALITY & AGE & BACKGROUND

AGE
Age categories (decades). Young has a mental cap but physical bonus, old has physical cap but
more skills.
CHILD (8-14): Physical & Mental dice cap at d6; start with 2 skills (4 max)
YOUTH (15-20): Physical & Mental dice cap at d10; start with 4 skills (6 max)
YOUNG ADULT (21-29): No dice cap; start with 6 skill cards (10 max)
ADULT (30-39): no dice cap at d10; start with 8 skills (12 max); start with 1 permanent Impairment
MATURE (40-49): 2 Physical Attribute cards dice cap at d10; start with 10 skills (14 max); start with 1 permanent
Impairment
SEASONED (50-59): 3 Physical Attribute cards dice cap at d10; start with 12 skills (16 max); start with 2 permanent
Impairments: gain 1 Additional Social Attribute card
SENIOR (60-69): 4 Physical Attribute cards dice cap at d8; start with 12 skills (16 max); start with 3 permanent
Impairments; gain 2 additional Social Attribute cards
ELDER (70-79): SENIOR (60-69): All Physical Attribute cards dice cap at d8; 2 Mental Attributes cards dice cap at d8;
start with 12 skills (16 max); start with 4 permanent Impairments; gain 3 additional Social Attribute cards at d6 each
ANCIENT (80+): All Physical Attribute cards dice cap at d6; 3 Mental Attributes cards dice cap at d8; start with 14
skills (18 max); start with 5 permanent Impairments; gain 4 additional Social Attribute cards at d8 each;

DO IN G S TUF F W IT H YOU R C H A R A C TE R S
Deck of cards for your Attributes (STR, AGL, END, WLP, REA, AWR, PRE, MNR, ESN). Each card has a single dice
(upgradable) and an ability (re-roll, upgrade, win on ties, win with smaller die but larger result, recover X attribute cards to
hand, remove stress/fatigue/stigma, etc) and an IMPEDIMENT.
Deck of cards for skills/training (half size). Give you 3 bonus dice (upgradable) to your dice pool for a skill check. Skill cards
are not usually discarded. Skills could be tabulated on a Character Sheet if you so choose.
What happens when you go through your Attribute deck? Take a rest to regain cards (but lose 1 for the session as in
Gloomhaven?) Have a fatigue pile, discard pile, injury pile?

TASKS
When your character is presented with a situation in which their success or failure in doing it matters, you will be asked to do
a TASK. A Task means you will discard one appropriate ATTRIBUTE card from your Effort deck (which attribute will usually
be determined by the ST) and in doing so gain the DIE depicted on the card to your DICE POOL.
You will then decide if your character has a relevant SKILL card (this can be discussed with the ST). Activating a Skill card
(it is not discarded) will add 3 more DICE to your dice pool. If you do not have a relevant Skill card you add 3d4 to make up
your dice pool.

Thus you will have assembled a DICE POOL of 4 individual dice (one from an Attribute card and three from a Skill card).
These dice will then be rolled to determine whether you succeed ( ) at the task or whether you fail. Sometimes it will matter
HOW WELL you succeed (more on that in a moment).

PASS/FAIL DIFFICULTY = any dice result of 4 or higher is a . You may need more than one
to complete a task.
Dif culty can be increased or decreased or even have a variety of dif culties within a single task.
[1’s] are automatic failures and cannot be adjusted or altered under normal conditions.
QUALITY of
is determined by the TOTAL (sum) of all the dice in your pool that rolled a 4 or higher.
Fixed Tasks
Some tasks have a set number of successes ( ) a PC needs to roll in order to pass IN ONE TURN. Sometimes it matters
as to HOW WELL you pass (QUALITY) as you will earn different results based upon the quality. These are called
QUALIFIED FIXED Tasks.
Cumulative Tasks
Like breaking down a door. You need a cumulative number of
to defeat the door. You roll your dice each turn until you
have accumulated enough successes to overcome the task over a NUMBER OF TURNS.
e.g.: Heavy metal door has a DIFF 8. You will need to accumulate 8 successes to break it down. An axe might autoadd a success each roll of your pool or add advantage. GM might not call for a roll if you’re not doing it under pressure.
Opposed Tasks
Like ghting or arguing with an opponent. The PC rolls their dice and the GM rolls dice for the opponent. Successes from
both pools cancel each other out and whoever has leftover successes enacts a desired result (e.g. damage). Ties do
nothing.
Usually all you need is 1
after all the dice are tabulated to complete the task. If the task is more dif cult it may
require additional ’s AND/OR Quality may factor in.
Precision: Might need SPECIFIC numbers on your dice results to succeed and are penalized for going over/under.
RULES: Must use 1 ATTRIBUTE card for its DIE plus activate a SKILL card (or 3d4 if no skill is relevant) to generate a dice
pool of 4 dice, on average. ITEMS and CIRCUMSTANCES might alter one or more of your dice.
You can always discard any 2 cards to gain 1d4 Attribute if you don’t have a required attribute card in your hand.
If you don’t have a relevant SKILL to give dice to your attempt, you use 3d4.
STANCE?? Doing actions in a conservative vs. reckless stance? (Gain extra d4s in conservative • upgrade to one or more
d12s but 1&2s count as stress?). This is an optional rule for those who want a little more crunch to their game.
PARTY Tension track? Shared PARTY skills?
———————EXAMPLE of a FIXED Test:
Patryk has been rummaging around in someone’s bedroom and he hears them coming down the hall. He has pulled a
number of items down off a high shelf and needs to put them back very QUICKLY and QUIETLY before the person enters
the room.
Patryk declares he is using his d12 AGL card + makes a case for his Acrobatics Skill (d8•d10•d12) that would help
him to swiftly and deftly put everything back. The GM says that due to the pressure of the situation his 2d12s are reduced to
d8s (thus making his dice pool 3d8+1d10). The GM says he needs 3
with a quality of 14+ to fully accomplish this task.
Patryk rolls a 3•4•5•8 which counts as 3
with a quality of 17 (4+5+8). SUCCESS! The person arrives in the room
and does not immediately notice that anything is amiss as Patrick has put all the belongings back in their proper place and is
sitting casually - with legs crossed - in a chair reading a book.
————————

Avg.
Results

Max
Results

Based on

-

-

-

1

Easy

4

8

16

4d4

2

Moderate

8

19

22

2d4+1d6+1d8

3

Challenging

12

22

28

1d4+1d6+1d8+1d10
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Simple
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FIXED Task Di culty & Quality

Minimum
Results

Avg.
Results

Max
Results

Based on

4

Complex

16

27

36

1d6+1d8+1d10+1d12

5

Formidable

18

38

52

1d8+2d10+2d12

———————EXAMPLE of an OPPOSED Test:
Patryk is trying to seduce an old TreeSign troll woman at the bar. He will be using his PRE d8 and activating his SOCIALIZE
SKILL (d4•d6•d8). He will be rolling against the old woman’s WLP d8 and three RESISTANCE dice supplied by the GM: a
d4 because she feels attered by the attention of a handsome young man, but little does Patryk know that she just
witnessed him irt with a woman she detests so the GM adds a d12, and nally a d10 because she is put off by his
Unsigned condition (even though his actual DreamSign is only one step away from her TreeSign).
Patryk

Tree Woman

PRE

d8

d8

WLP

Socialize

d4

d4

Is attered

Socialize

d6

d12

Saw him irt earlier

Socialize

d8

d10

O put by his “sign”

Patryk

Result

PRE

Result Tree Woman

7

Socialize

2

Socialize

5

Socialize

2

7

1

WLP

2

Is attered

3

Saw him irt earlier
O put by his “sign”

So the GM rolls very poorly for the old woman having one automatic fail [1]’s, two potentially adjustable fails of [2] and [3]
and one lone
with the [7]. Patrick rolls two failures [2]’s and two
[5] & [7]. The old woman’s [7] and Patrick’s [7] are
compared to each other since they are the highest rolls from each side of the equation and they cancel each other out
because they are TIED. That leaves Patrick with one lone , the [5], which is all he needs to be successful in wooing the
woman to his bedroom, though she goes reluctantly.
The dif culty of the task might be increased to requiring 2
if, for instance, the old woman had been witness to a
performance by the Brohstra Brothers (she would be much less amenable to Patrick after witnessing their stage act).
The GM could also choose to rule that the QUALITY of success might have rami cations on the situation. Perhaps
that lone success total of 5 is enough to get her to his room but is insuf cient to getting her undressed as she will succumb
to nervous cold feet at the last minute. Perhaps if Patrick were to have succeeded with a QUALITY total of 12 or more, she
would be willing to spend the entire night.
————————

IMPEDIMENTS
IMPEDS can be triggered as a result of tasks, at GM’s discretion or as a result of roll [1]’s during a task. The ATTRIBUTE
card you played for the task determines the type of IMPED you receive.
MAJOR IMPEDs trigger on every [1] rolled
MINOR IMPEDs trigger for every two [1]’s rolled
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-X to a dice roll(s)
+1dX to Contested pool
LIMIT/Reduce the size of a dice pool
REROLL (and keep lower result)
Increased DIFFICULTY
CAP the maximum dice result
This card has a Cooldown timer before it can be added back to your deck
Lose on TIES during a Opposed task
GAIN fatigue/injury/stress/stigma
Trigger an IMPED on 1’s & 2’s rolled during this task
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRESS - mental damage, can lead to mental illness or gaining/regaining IMPEDS.
INJURY - physical damage, can lead to permanent physical impairments and disabilities.
STIGMA - social damage (can leave permanent effects with person or groups where you were stigmatized, but might reset
to normal when you remove yourself from the situation.)
FATIGUE = discard pile. When you REST you gain all but one card back, that one is removed from game for the session.
Each type of DAMAGE places a card of that type into its own damage (discard) pile. They can be recovered through resting
and/or healing or social work.
You can be required to MOVE attribute cards to a particular discard pile (stigma, stress, injury). For every 3 ATT cards in a
pile you GAIN 1 CONDITION of that type. If you are required to but cannot discard a card ( rst from deck then from general
discard/Fatigue) then you immediately gain 1 CONDITION of that type or increase an existing condition of that type.
To regain cards from discard you must REST. You may choose which cards to regain from any of the 4 discard piles.

DICE & DICE POOLS
Iconography, terminology, how to assemble a dice pool (Attribute + Skill)

UNDERTAKING ACTIONS
Base Dice Pool of 3d4. Adding in variables, conditions, alterations.

RESULTS OF ACTIONS (OUTCOMES)
Success vs Failure.
Ties.
Impediments.

RESTING & RECOVERY
Icono

IMPROVING YOUR CHARACTERS (GAINING EXPERIENCE)
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Icono

B E I NG A S TO RYT E LLE R
Msjlsj

S AM PLE C H ARAC T ERS
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